Abstract -Sequence similarity based protein clustering methods organize proteins into families of similar sequences, a task that continues to be critical for automated protein characterization. However, many protein families cannot be automatically characterized further because little is known about the function of any protein in a family of similar sequences. We present a novel phylogenetic profile comparison (PPC) method called Automated Protein Annotation by Coordinate Evolution (APACE) that facilitates the automated characterization of proteins beyond their homology to other similar sequences. Our method implements a new approach for the normalization of similarity scores among multiple species and automates the characterization of proteins by their patterns of co-evolution with other proteins that do not necessarily share a similar sequence. We demonstrate that our method is able to recapitulate the topology of the latest, unresolved, composite deep eukaryotic phylogeny and is able to quantify the as yet unresolved branch lengths. We further demonstrate that our method is able to detect more functionally related proteins, given the same starting data, than existing methods. Finally, we demonstrate that our method can be successfully applied to much larger comparative genomic problem instances where existing methods often fail.
INTRODUCTION
The relationship between the genes and the observable traits of a given organism is mediated by the function of the protein products of the genes in question. The sequence of a protein determines the folding, and thus the function, of a protein due to protein folding. Since interactions between individual amino acids are conserved across instances, proteins that have similar sequences also fold in a similar manner and presumably have similar functions. This relationship between structure and function is the basis of sequence similarity-based protein annotation methods. These homology methods infer knowledge about a new protein from knowledge about a known protein with a sufficiently similar amino acid sequence. The organization of proteins into so-called protein families facilitates the association of new proteins with known protein families by sequence similarity, which facilitates the transfer of knowledge from existing annotations to novel proteins. The extent of automated protein characterization made possible by such methods is largely dependent on existing knowledge about at least one protein in every protein family. As a result, a large proportion of protein families remain uncharacterized beyond sequence similarity [1, 2] .
The fact that proteins rarely act in isolation suggests an extended annotation approach where the function of a known protein can inform the user about the function of a novel, sequentially dissimilar protein based on its functional context [3] . The phylogenetic profile comparison (PPC) class of automated protein characterization methods operates on the premise that members of protein networks co-evolve to preserve functional compatibility and that similar patterns of protein occurrence across sets of diverse species evidence instances of protein co-evolution [4] . Typically, a PPC method proceeds as follows: for each protein in a proteome of interest, the presence or absence of an orthologous sequence is determined in each of the reference proteomes that a user has selected, and an occurrence profile of each protein is constructed. This is followed by a pair-wise occurrence profile comparison step. Proteins occurrence profile pairs that satisfy some criterion of occurrence profile similarity are predicted to have co-evolved to maintain functional compatibility. PPC methods tend to differ in how orthologs are detected and how occurrence profiles are compared. For ortholog detection, certain methods use a similarity score cutoff to determine the existence of an ortholog [1, 5, 6, 7, 8] , while other methods use pre-computed ortholog clusters [9] . Each method has its strengths and drawbacks. For profile comparison, reported schemes range from simple Hamming distance [3] to phylogeny-based maximum-likelihood methods complete with an internal model of gene evolution [10] . Combinations of the more straightforward solutions to both problems have made existing methods particularly applicable to prokaryotic proteomes [1, 5, 8, 10] , while the development of PPC methods focusing on eukaryotic species remains largely unexplored [6, 10] .
PPC methods aim to characterize proteins by extracting information for a protein of interest from its compatibility context by leveraging the strength of the association relating co-evolution and profile similarity. The use of reference varying evolutionary distances to the proteome of interest is integral for the successful application of any PPC method. Varying evolutionary distances between species inherently Figure 1 . Reference proteomes Pj evolve away from a focus proteome P* at different rates and for different lengths of time (left). Normalization of similarity scores equalize evolutionary distances (rate × time) between P* and all Pj facilitates proper comparison of sequence similarity scores across multiple Pj (right).
introduces evolutionary biases into sequence similarity scores that confounds accurate profile construction. Thus, it is imperative to normalize similarity scores for any variation in the underlying evolutionary distances between a focus species and each reference species (Figure 1 ). While geneevolution events like horizontal gene transfer may justify the use of convenient profile comparison approaches, like Hamming distance, as found in existing methods, the same approaches to profile comparison are less applicable within the context of eukaryotic phylogenetics. Other profile comparison schemes rely on many assumptions about eukaryotic gene and species evolution that do not accurately reflect known biology.
One of the few methods to focus on eukaryotic systems is described in [6, 7] in which a PPC method called Procom is presented. Procom works by determining the set of proteins in a given focus proteome that has a detected ortholog in every species classified as positive for a trait of interest and no detectable orthologs species classified as negative for the same trait of interest [6] . An ortholog is detected if the BLASTP E-value of the best-hit to a given focus protein in a given reference proteome is less than the significance cut-off value of 1E-10. Reference [6] demonstrates the effectiveness of Procom by identifying and characterizing novel ciliary proteins in the biflagellate, green alga Chlamydomonas reinhardtii. In [6] , the trait of interest is the presence or absence of cilia, Human is the species positive for the trait and Arabidopsis thaliana, an aflagellate angiosperm, is the negative species. Reference [6] used Procom to define the now well-established Flagellar and Basal Body proteome. Among many other cilia and basal body related proteins, Procom is responsible for the characterization of BBS5, a new Bardet-Biedl Syndrome disease gene. This paper presents a new PPC method called APACE (Automated Protein Annotation by Coordinate Evolution) based on a novel similarity score normalization process and ortholog detection approach that automatically clusters proteins without requiring any additional profile comparison scheme. Our novel normalization function adjusts sequence similarity scores to equalize the evolutionary distance between a focus species and each reference species ( Figure  1) . Furthermore, the APACE is able to organize proteins into co-evolving groups without any additional profile comparison scheme.
II. THE APPROACH
In this section, the input to any PPC method is taken to be a set of N+1 proteomes consisting of a focus proteome P* and a set of N reference proteomes labeled P 1 , P 2 , …, P N . Proteome P* is made up of the appropriate number of individual proteins p i encoded by gene g i in genome G*. The protein in reference proteome P j that is most similar in sequence to a given protein of interest p i in P* is the "best-hit to p i from P j " and is denoted by p ij . The degree of sequence similarity between p i and p ij is quantified by a similarity score s ij .
Orthologs are genes g j1 and g k1 from two different species J and K that evolve from a common ancestral gene g a1 through speciation from their last common ancestral species ( Figure 2 ). Proteins encoded by orthologous genes are assumed to retain the same function in J as in K; that is, orthologous sequences are constrained to mutate within a functionally equivalent sequence space. Paralogs g j1 , g k2 and g j2 , g k1 are genes that evolve from duplicate ancestral genes g a1 and g a2 and often do not retain the same function across species; that is, paralogs are free to evolve outside of their functionally equivalent sequence space ( Figure 3 ). This relationship between orthologs and paralogs implies that protein p i will be more similar in sequence to an ortholog than to any other paralogous sequence in an arbitrary reference proteome P j , which suggests that a superset of all orthologs to a protein of interest p i in a set of reference species can be generated by identifying the proteins p ij over each of the N reference proteomes P j . This set is a superset of the orthologs of p i because not every P j necessarily contains an ortholog of p i . In the case where a P j does not contain an ortholog to p i , the best-hit p ij would still be returned. Note that such cases are not necessarily handled correctly by reciprocal-best-hit ortholog detection schemes. Orthologs can be extracted from a superset of best-hits provided that there is a way to separate orthologous best-hits from paralogous best-hits. The sequence, structure and function of a given protein are intimately related characteristics. Evolving proteins can be viewed as moving points within a sequence-function space in which every biological action performed by a protein defines an associated sphere of equivalent function. In this space, perturbations in the sequence that do not result in a loss-of-function place an extant protein point within the functional sphere of the ancestral protein ( Figure 3a ). Perturbations in a sequence that greatly affect function place an extant protein point outside the functional sphere of the ancestral protein. Another way to visualize this relationship is to plot functionality against sequence space (Figure 3b ). Proteins that occupy steep functionality curves cannot diverge significantly from a functional ancestral sequence without falling below some equivalency threshold of functionality (Figure 3b ). Other genes encode proteins that can withstand greater degrees of perturbations will result in orthologs that mutate within a more relaxed sequence space (Figure 3c ). In terms of functionality, functions with moderate sequence constraints allow for a larger variety of protein sequences to carry out equivalent function ( Figure  3d ). In such a case, there arise some sequences that result in conformations more functionally favorable than other sequences, but as in the first case, at a certain point, the degree of functionality drops below some critical threshold and the original function is lost.
Orthologs are proteins from different species that carry out the same function by remaining within the functional sphere of the common ancestral protein. Proteins under greater functional constraints likely have a lower tolerance to sequence perturbations than proteins under fewer constraints.
This further reduces the degree of sequence space within which functionally equivalent orthologs can evolve. Paralogs, by contrast, are free to evolve outside this doubly constrained sequence space suggesting the assumption that, over the magnitudes of evolutionary time considered by our method, paralogous proteins have had ample opportunity to evolve into the wider sequence space and no longer occupy the same functional space. The sphere of equivalent function is specific to each individual protein; that is, different proteins evolve at different rates and perform functions that are tolerant of different degrees of perturbation. Thus, while one may define a cutoff similarity score for each protein individually, it is impossible to correctly define a universal cutoff similarity score for every protein.
Evolutionary distance between the two source species and functional equality are the two principal factors that influence the degree of similarity between any two proteins. PPC methods rely on the accurate detection of functionally equivalent orthologs across many species. Therefore, a critical step in any PPC pipeline ought to be the normalization of similarity scores for the effects of different evolutionary distance. Proteins that are least tolerant of sequence perturbations are presumably the most functionally constrained. For these proteins, we expect a high degree of inter-ortholog similarity and any observed dissimilarity is primarily a reflection of the evolutionary distance between the two source species. Following this rationale, sequence similarity scores of the most widely conserved proteins across multiple phyla have been used to infer branch lengths of the phylogenetic trees. Our method extends this rationale by equating the evolutionary distance between P* and each P j as the average s ij of the most widely conserved proteins in P* and each P j . Our normalization determines a normalization factor r j for each reference proteome P j that is inversely related to the distance between P* and P j . The idea is to calculate an adjusted similarity score a ij as the product of s ij and r j , which equalizes the evolutionary distance between P* and every P j (Figure 1 ).
Orthologous sequences can be extracted from a set of best-hit sequences containing both orthologous and paralogous sequences by leveraging the observation that orthologs always evolve with a relatively more constrained sequence space; the orthologous best-hits can be distinguished from paralogous best-hits by their greater degree of similarity to the reference protein p i than paralogous best-hits. Discriminating orthologs from paralogs in a set of best-hits can be intuitively interpreted as a simple clustering problem. A best-hit set can be represented as a list of similarity scores for each p ij for each P j sorted in decreasing order of adjusted similarity according to a ij , suggesting that the problem be solved by some flavor of kmeans. The critical observation here is that the sorted similarity scores for every p i in P* will be a mixture of three classes of score distributions. Ideally, similarity scores from orthologous best-hits will form a cluster of high scoring besthits within the set (Figure 4a ). Proteins that are widely conserved across all reference species are another class of score distributions that form a single cluster with similarity scores scattered over a small range in a roughly uniform manner (Figure 4b) . A third class of score distributions arise when proteins have orthologous and paralogous best-hits scores that are not as clearly defined as the ideal first class and yet not as uniformly distributed as the second class. This mixture of score distributions precludes an a priori determination of the requisite constant k for a k-means solution for all proteins in P* (Figure 4c ).
We propose a novel solution to this problem by defining a 2D "spread" for each list of 1D sorted scores. The 2D spread of any sorted list is constructed by introducing an axis of decreasing rank that is orthogonal to the native axis of real valued similarity scores (Figures 4d-f) . The units on the new axis are the rank of the score within the scores for a given p i . Because any list of scores has an implicit ranking, the property used to cluster the scores is the inter-cluster versus intra-cluster differences in 1D. Constructing the 2D spread of a list of scores translates a large difference between two scores into a line segment with a steep negative slope ( Figure  4d ) and a small difference between two scores into a line segment with a shallow negative slope and (Figure 4e) . Thus, clusters of orthologs will form approximately linear subprofiles that begin at the first rank position (leftmost position on the rank axis) in a 2D spread. The problem of determining whether a group of scores form a cluster in the 1D list as a whole can be reduced to determining the rank after which there is an inflection point in the 2D spread. Our method determines the appropriate inflection point by computing the second forward derivative of the 2D spread at every rank. To mitigate the effects of spurious noise in the spreads, the method takes the averaged second derivative over rank t, t+1 and t+2 as the smoothed second-forward derivative at t. The method selects the leftmost rank t* with a smoothed second forward derivative that is greater than or equal to zero to be the lowest ranked species with an ortholog to p i .
Our method, called APACE, proceeds as follows: First, the method determines a normalization factor r j for each reference proteome P j that is inversely related to the distance between P* and P j . These factors are computed by determining the multiplicand that equalizes the average besthit similarity score of most widely conserved proteins in P* between all P j . Let the set W* be the subset of proteins in P* with orthologs in at least N -ε reference proteomes for some small ε. W* is the set of widely conserved proteins in P*. The algorithm incrementally converges on the appropriate value for each r j by initiating each r j to 1 and use our profile inflection-point ortholog detection method (see above) to determine an initial W* with unadjusted scores. Every r j is then reassigned the ratio of the average s ij of every p i in W* for each P j to some globally constant value (i.e. the unit branch length in the balanced star topology). Every a ij of every protein p i is then recalculated with the updated r j and the next iteration begins ( Figure 5 ). Convergence is reached when the composition of W* remains unchanged or a maximum number of iterations has been reached. Empirically, convergence is reached within four iterations for the 29 eukaryotic test species analyzed in this study. After convergence is reached, the similarity scores are already appropriately adjusted to normalize evolutionary distance and the phylogenetic profile clustering of p i by the occurrence of functionally equivalent orthologs is performed using the inflection point analysis method described above. The profile of each p i is determined as the species from rank "1" down to and including the leftmost rank in the 2D spread with a smoothed second derivative greater than zero. Proteins that exhibit the same phylogenetic profile are predicted to have co-evolved, presumably to maintain functional compatibility. Figure 5 . A flow diagram of the APACE phylogenetic profile clustering method. The normalization factor, rj, is ultimately computed to be the multiplicand that equalizes the average similarity scores of every widelyconserved protein in P* to each reference proteome Pj and is initiated as 1. W* is the set of most conserved in P* and is by construction a strict subset of P*. The value of C is the arbitrary constant evolutionary distance every Pj is normalized to from P* through each rj. Figure 6 . A rendering of the phylogenetic tree of eukaryotes using FigTree [24] constructed by FastME using interspecies distances computed based on the normalization factors rj as determined by the normalization phase of APACE. The normalization factors facilitate the quantification of previously unresolved branches [10] and the resulting tree topologically recapitulates the composite deep eukaryote tree presented in [10] . Represented supergroups are 'Unikonts' (red), Plantae (green), Excavates (blue) and Chromalveolates (purple).
III. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
APACE introduces two novel methods for its analyses of proteomic data from multiple eukaryotic species. The first is the normalization of similarity scores for differences in evolutionary distance between a focus proteome P* and each of the N reference proteomes P j . Unlike conventional methods that normalize similarity scores based on branch lengths of phylogenetic trees constructed using a single gene or a small set of genes, APACE makes use of as many widely conserved proteins as possible in determining a species-specific normalization factor r j that is inversely related to the evolutionary distance between P* and each P j . In the current example of 29 species, the interspecies distances are computed based on approximately 1,600 highly conserved proteins, varying in a species specific manner. The second novel method introduced by APACE is in how orthologous sequences are detected from a superset of besthit sequences from each of the reference species from the 2D spread of a list of best-hit similarity scores. To validate the normalization approach introduced by APACE, we ask whether the phylogenetic tree generated from the inverse values of APACE normalization factors is able to topographically recapitulate the unresolved, deep eukaryotic phylogeny tree recently presented in [11] . To demonstrate the flexibility of the novel ortholog detection and phylogenetic profile construction approach introduced by APACE, we present results of two analyses to identify proteins with specific functional classifications. First we present a small-scale example query comparing APACE to the method documented in [6] for identifying proteins involved in cilia motility. To demonstrate the scalability of APACE in comparison with existing methods, we ask both APACE and the method in [6] to identify a list of Human proteins that have co-evolved in a large number of multicellular metazoan and plant species.
To validate our normalization procedure, we analyzed 29 eukaryotic organisms, which span multiple phyla and supergroups [11] . We construct a 29 by 29 matrix of distances from the average similarities r j as described in [12] and use the minimal evolution with ordinary least squares tree-building method FastME described in [13] to build a tree from the distance matrix and compare our generated tree to a published composite tree [11] (Figure 6 ). We confine our comparison to the gross topology because the tree in [13] contains unresolved branches. A comparison shows that both trees share identical topology from the most general level (i.e. supergroups) down to the most specific level presented in [13] . The identical topologies of the generated tree and the reference tree indicate that our method successfully computes normalization factors for 29 widely divergent eukaryotic species. To test whether the topological identity is due to the strong bias in the 29 test species for species belonging to the 'Unikonts' supergroup [11] , we removed closely related species from metazoa leaving the same number of 'Unikonts' species as there are species from Plantae. The topological identity of the resultant "unbiased" tree remains unchanged (data not shown) and demonstrates that our normalization method is robust against different species biases and sizes of different reference species sets.
We evaluate our predictions by comparing our results to Procom [7] . We target C. reinhardtii proteins responsible for cilia motility in our comparison with Procom because one class of ciliopathies results from immotile cilia (e.g. primary cilia dyskinesia). For this demonstration, the focus species is C. reinhardtii; species with motile cilia that we include in our analysis are Homo sapiens, Danio rerio (zebrafish) and Physcomitrella patens (a moss) and species without motile cilia included in our analysis are Arabidopsis thaliana, Caenorhabditis elegans (nematode), Oryza sativa (rice) and Saccharomyces cerevisiae (yeast).
Procom identifies 50 proteins in C. reinhardtii that have orthologs in all three positive species and none of the negative species and APACE identifies 65 proteins that have coevolved in species considered. We find that APACE and Procom agree for 33 proteins; 21 have cilia related annotations. Ten are known cilia proteins by mass spectroscopy of isolated cilia [14] , four were identified previously in [6] and the remainder that are likely to be involved in cilia motility as they have mutant motility phenotypes. The remaining eight proteins have no previous association with cilia or cilia motility. APACE identifies 32 proteins that are not in the Procom output. Three-quarters (N=24) have existing ciliary or cilia motility associations; they include ODA7, recently implicated in primary ciliary dyskinesia [15] , PF13, a chaperone of dynein arms [16] and a novel C. reinhardtii ortholog of human BLU/ZMYND10 which is a member of the chromosome 3p21.3 candidate tumor suppressor gene cluster [17] . Two proteins are completely novel with no existing annotations; None of the remaining six proteins identified exclusively by APACE are overtly unrelated to cilia motility. Procom identifies 17 putative cilia motility proteins absent from APACE output.
Given existing annotations, about half (N=9) have existing ciliary or cilia motility associations, while the remaining eight proteins seem unlikely to be involved with cilia motility given existing annotations. These results demonstrate that APACE is able to contribute novel characterizations of proteins that are complimentary to existing methods and that it identifies fewer known negatives than Procom [6, 7] Our method identifies 56 proteins while Procom is unable to detect any proteins conserved in multicellular species exclusively. Interestingly, the set identified by our method (N=56) consists mostly of extracellular matrix degradation and regulatory proteins. The family of metalloproteinase is the most strongly represented group in the set (N=10) and have been implicated in multiple tissue remodeling of many physiological and pathological processes such as morphogenesis [18] , angiogenesis [19] , wound healing/tissue repair [20] , cirrhosis [21] , arthritis [22] and metastasis [23] . The majority of other proteins identified contain transcription factor, signaling or transmembrane domains, potentially highlighting more specific functional subclasses that are integral for the development, maintenance and pathology of multicellular organisms.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We describe a new, scalable method, APACE, for the characterization of proteins by their common phylogenetic profile through a new, effective PPC method that does not require orthologous and paralogous proteins to be identified in a preprocessing step. Furthermore, our method is able to avoid the use of alignment significance cutoffs to distinguish orthologs from paralogs. Instead, the method recognizes that the set of best-hits to a protein of interest will always be a superset of the orthologs to that protein. The task of distinguishing ortholog from paralog in a set of best-hits for every protein in a proteome reduces to a k-means clustering problem where k cannot be determined a priori. Our method uses a novel clustering method that redistributes similarity scores in one dimensional space onto a second dimension to separate orthologs and paralogs within a best-hit protein set. We demonstrate that the method is able to determine interspecies evolutionary distances that corroborate the most recent deep eukaryotic phylogenies, that our approach can successfully detect a set of proteins involved in cilia motility that compliments existing approaches and that our method can be applied to larger problem spaces where existing methods often fail.
